
(Tactical Night House Rules (v1.7)
Last updated 6 January 2022 - Only change to the date when uploading.

These rules and restrictions are in place and only apply for Tactical Operations.

All standard Arena149 house and game rules apply. The exceptions are listed below.

Night Operation -
Teams:
Players will be split into 4-6 teams and these will be your teams for the night. A Player may preselect their team, please advise the receptionist
of your team and they will try to include your request.

The game mode will be selected in advance, rules will be made available for the game mode in the week prior to the game.

Game Schedule:
Sign in and chrono will open from 6:30PM
There will be a quick optional 10-15 minute warm-up game at 7:00PM to allow players to test their gear and explore/learn the field layout.
Anyone who missed the first chronograph session may do so during this warm-up game.
Main game mode starts after the warmup and runs until 10:00PM.

Equipment Rules -
Weapons:

● Ammo Limit - 210 rounds per player, per round unless otherwise stated
● No High Capacity magazines - Medium or low capacity only unless otherwise approved
● No HPA or Co2 powered weapons or equipment
● All weapons must have a closed trigger guard and a working safety
● Blade or extended triggers are not permitted
● All weapons must have a sight, ie. Iron, reflex, holographic or optical
● Weapon Lasers are permitted. Lasers must be rated eye-safe. IR Lasers are permitted but must be approved by the DS.

(Please check with the DS if you are unsure)
○ Lasers must not be aimed at another player’s heads. Lasers must be aimed below shoulder height.

● Weapon lights are HIGHLY ENCOURAGED

Personal Equipment:
● The attacking team is permitted one ballistic shield

○ Hits to the shield from standard weapons do not count
○ Hand grenades or 40mm Grenade Launchers can destroy the shield

■ Miniature Grenade Launchers, such as those mounted to pistols, do not count, they are classified Shotguns
○ Players carrying a shield may only use a pistol or handgun

■ Exceptions are case by case and must be approved by the DS
○ The shield may not have a port to allow firing from behind the shield
○ If a player does not have a shield, one will be provided

● Grenades
○ Players can carry 1x Lethal 2x Stun/Flash Grenades
○ Up to 6 (six) 40MM Grenades for a Grenade Launcher
○ Sound Grenades are permitted, only pre-approved models are permitted (see gadget list below)

● Red Dead Lights/Dead Rags are highly encouraged.

Game Rules -
● One Life Per round

○ Once a player is hit, they must SIT or LAY DOWN where they were eliminated as long as it does not pose a hazard. If they are a
hazard, they must move the minimum distance required to no longer pose a hazard

○ Players are NOT TO audibly call “Hit” or “Dead” once hit. Please refrain from making any comments as well. This is to enable
stealth as a viable tactic for teams

○ Dead man DO NOT talk, especially at Tac Ops
● There is NO Bang or Face-to-Face kills at Arena
● Melee Kills/Stealth Kills are highly encouraged when behind and within ARMS LENGTH.
● Players CAN NOT take any equipment from a downed player, even with permission, this includes ammo, grenades, guns, etc.

○ Only mission-critical equipment, such as the bomb may be picked up dead players
○ This does not include the shield

● Attackers are the only players allowed outside the building, defenders must not go through any door marked with a red X, this dictates
the border to the outside area.

Radios and Comms -
● Players are permitted to bring and use handheld radios and communication equipment.
● Channel 11 is reserved for Arena and Game staff only

Gadgets -
Players may bring in “Gadgets” and unconventional equipment for use in Tactical Operations, such as portable wifi cameras, airsoft mines and
claymores etc.



A list of prohibited and permitted gadgets can be found on the list below:

Banned Gadgets Permitted Gadgets

● Any gadget permitting remote fire, such as a remote grenade
or remote controlled turret.

● Any laser that is not eye-safe
● Airsoft Innovation 40 Mikes or Master Mikes
● Non-approved sound grenades

● Portable lights
● Alarm sensors
● Remote Speakers
● Personal shields (including those with flashing lights)
● Remote Cameras
● Remote control cars with remote cameras.
● Decoys
● Claymores/Mines
● Grenade launchers with up to 6 x 40mm grenades
● Trip wires
● **PENDING APPROVED SOUND GRENADES**

*** All gadgets and equipment NOT ON the list must be inspected and approved by one of Arena149’s staff before using.

Each operator can only carry one lethal grenade, and two non-lethal grenades. Grenades must be thrown BELOW shoulder height. Everyone
within a room in which a grenade detonated in is considered dead, even if they are behind cover.

The 2.5 meter radius rule applies in the large central room (‘Big Room’) such as the main hallways and the exterior of the building. If a
non-lethal grenade detonates within your room, the player must cover their eyes and complete a 360 degree turn on the spot before
reengaging. If laying / sitting down, the player must stand up and complete a 360 before engaging.

One tripwire is permitted per player. A tripwire can be connected to other devices such as a lethal grenade, a light, a siren etc. The wire must
be run ABOVE knee height.

Players are permitted to cut tripwires, please ensure your line is made of an inexpensive material, understanding it is likely to be cut. Tripwires
may be affixed using tape, thumb tacks or staples. If you want to use a different method to affix the wire, please check with the DS. Screws and
nails are not permitted. Activation weight must be low enough to not pose a trip hazard.

Grenades Launchers work on a direct-hit system. A 40mm Launcher is capable of destroying a shield. A BB must hit a player for them to be
killed by the Grenade Launcher. Headshots with Grenade Launchers are STRICTLY PROHIBITED.

Medic Rules -

One medic will be assigned per team. The medic cannot hand-off duties during the game, and is the only player who may revive another player.
The medic may be removed for specific game modes or for game balance. This will be at the discretion of the DS.

The medic will be given three medic bands, which are to be placed around a dead player’s arm to revive them instantly. Medic bands are not to
be thrown to a dead player so they can revive themselves. When the medic is shot, no other player can pick up the bands to become the medic
themselves.

When a player dies, must wait 30 seconds before calling for a medic, and can only repeat the medic request once every 30 seconds. A player
may use their radio to call for a medic. Medics can still pick up a downed teammate within the 30 second cooldown period. A player may be
revived more than once by a medic until they have no medic bands remaining.

Doors and Windows -
● Doors marked with a RED X may only be opened/closed by attackers.
● Doors not marked with a RED X may be preset by defenders during their prep phase
● Once the round starts, defenders cannot open or close any door
● Defenders cannot be in the yellow zone of any door
● All windows are considered closed, but can be shot through (overshooting rule applies).
● Shooting through a window requires reasonable suspicion, a player may not shoot through a window simply because they want to. If a

player cannot justify their reason for firing through a window if questioned, their team may be disqualified from the round.
● If a window has shot holes in it, a player may not peep through the holes to see what's on the other side. Any player caught doing this

will be disqualified

Lights -
● The lights will be controlled by the DS
● There are three light mode and determined by roll a 6-sided dice

○ Lights On (1,2,3) - All arena lights are on and the field is fully lit (50%)
○ Low Light (4,5) - The main arena lights are off, ambient LEDs and field lamps are left on to darken the arena (33%)
○ Blackout (6) - All lights are off, the arena will be pitch-black (17%)

Starting Positions -
● Attackers

○ Attackers start from field entry (Bravo Base)
○ From the completion of the 2-Minute prep-phase, they have 30 seconds to enter the field
○ Any player who does not enter the field within that 30 seconds is disqualified
○ If the entire remaining team fails to enter their start point within 30 seconds, they forfeit the round
○ Game start will be signalled by the GREEN spawn lights



○ The game will start 10 seconds after the 30-second entry window
● Defenders

○ Defenders enter the field first and are to enter the house
○ They can position themselves anywhere in the house
○ They are given a 2-minute prep-phase to discuss their plans and set their defence/gadgets
○ The Prep-phase starts from when the first team member enters the field, and they will not be warned when it is ending
○ Defenders will not be informed when the game starts

Recommended Gear To Bring:
Highly recommend that players bring the following for use at Tac-Ops. This equipment is not mandatory, but it will greatly help your enjoyment
on the night.

● Dead Light
○ Dead lights allow players to easily identify you as dead to prevent being shot again. A low-intensity red light is recommended.

● Personal Torch
○ A low power handheld torch is useful to navigating the field or reloading while not giving away your position

● Weapon Torch
○ This allow you to more easily engage targets in the dark, good for target ID and allows you to obscure yourself from a target

● Ear Protection
○ Ear protection creates an ear-safe environment while the bang/stun grenade is used, ie. Earmor, Peltor Sporttac or other low end

digital amplified ear protection etc.
● Grenades

○ Grenades are a massive asset for a team and add to the simulation effect throughout the game, basic spring grenades have the
same effect as any other grenade. They are relatively cheap and for a relatively low price, you can equip your whole team.

● Radios/Comms
○ Radios or communication equipment allows effective, quiet coordination of a team. Something as simple as getting your team on

a Discord call and using headphones would massively boost your ability to coordinate and allow you to effectively run with most
teams.


